FitRec Swim School at Boston University

6 months – 5 years

- TERRIER BABIES
  6m – 18m

- TERRIER TOTS
  18m – 3 years

- TOTS IN TRAINING
  2.5 years – 5 years

3 – 5 years

- TERRIER EXPLORERS

- TERRIER SPLASHERS

- TERRIER TREADERS*

*If turning 6 years old, register for Level 2 – Fundamental Aquatic Skills

6 – 14 years

- LEVEL 1
  Intro. To Water Skills

- LEVEL 2
  Fundamental Aquatics

- LEVEL 3
  Stroke Development

- LEVEL 4
  Stroke Improvement

- LEVEL 5
  Stroke Refinement

- LEVEL 6
  Fitness Swimmer

- PRE-SWIM TEAM